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A personal discovery of sky... in the city!
Photography of deep sky is a marvelous discovery
of a world inaccessible to millions of light-years. To
be able to see on your computer screen the most
beautiful galaxies and nebulae or star clusters,
remains a unique moment that too few humans
will have the opportunity to experience in their
lifetime. For various reasons, the sky is not easy to
image even if the technology has greatly evolved
thanks to CCD and CMOS sensors. Indeed, the
greatest scourge for all of us, admirers of sky, is
really the light pollution that no longer allows us to
admire our Milky Way with the naked eye...
Some cities have undertaken to replace mercury
and sodium lamps by LEDs more for the sake of
economy than to protect the biological rhythm
of animals and even less to admire a sky with
a thousand celestial objects ... For ordinary
astrophotographers, LEDs are a false alternative
and make the sky photo even more delicate ... but
you have to «make do» with it.
Fortunately for us, the advanced technology of our
photographic sensors and the use of anti-pollution
filters still allow us to image, even faintly, the most
beautiful objects in the sky, for the pleasure of the
eyes...
In this roadbook, I want to be able to explain to
beginners in particular that it’ s possible to image
galaxies, clusters, nebulae in the middle of the city.
The ideal will always be to image in the countryside
in order to have a darker sky as soon as possible.
Moreover, in the city, you will see that photography
is still possible with a minimum of equipment (tube,
mount, and camera) to take beautiful pictures in
the city. I’ve been practicing astrophotography for
more than 3 years so I’m not a professional in the
field but I think I can bring clarifications, advice
for those who want to start in this field. Page after
page, I will explain my theoretical discoveries in
astronomy, my equipment with its performances
and its limits,

my successful photos but also those that are less
successful, always with the aim to move forward,
to share and why not make you reader want to start
taking pictures of the sky...
Deep sky photography requires patience,
involvement, investment to obtain photos of
correct quality. Like many of us, on the internet you
can discover the wonderful photos with a thousand
colors taken by the Hubble telescope... Yes, but...
be aware that few astro photographers are able to
produce such beautiful photos for obvious reasons
of equipment and therefore financial budget...

Anyway, I bring you my personal experience which
is far from being the reference in the field but it
will remain the most sincere for those who wish
to discover and simply photograph sky objects
invisible to our human eyes in the middle of the
city ...
Astronomy is of course contemplating our sky but
it is also the pleasure to share our discoveries with
family and friends...
Good Sky,
Nicolas Catrix
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Imaging yourself in an area of light pollution, isn’t possible?
Like the majority of city dwellers, we ask ourselves
the question of what we can image in the city.
And it’s legitimate. When I look at the horizon of
my home, I can only see this orange dome that
brightens the sky and makes it very difficult to
observe but also to imagery. I am 15 km from Lille,
one of the brightest cities in France, not to mention
the high humidity. Nothing to be happy about this
ranking...
Even in polluted areas, don’t worry, you will be
able to take pictures of the deep sky. They won’t be
as beautiful as those taken in the countryside, but
«the deal» is quite possible! Indeed, myself, I am
in a street where the lighting is more than present
as you can see on the picture taken in front of my
home. I admit, it’s scary...

Today with an anti-pollution filter, you can image
in cities even if it will never eliminate 100% of
light pollution, but you will be satisfied with it.
Of course, if your setup allows it, it will be more
interesting to travel 20 or 50 kms to find a darker
spot, but still you have to want or be able to move
at such distances without knowing the weather
waiting for you there ...
Astro photography is a passion that can be realized
in solo, at home for example, such is my case. The
fact that I have to take all my equipment in the car
is a strong brake for me. Others will realize their
photos in group with their Club for example, it’ s
more reassuring, we can help each other and go to
a place more favorable to a dark sky...

I had an opportunity to visit one of the least polluted
sites in France, the «Pic du Midi». At more than
2800m of altitude, everything is different: a pure,
clear sky and almost no light pollution. Moreover,
these conditions are exceptional and few astrophotographers have been lucky enough to image
in these advantageous conditions. Anyway, the
exercise becomes more difficult, more interesting
in the end to give oneself as a goal to take pictures
of the deep sky in the difficult conditions of the city.
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How your eyes react to light and darkness?
To observe well with a telescope or a binocular (as
with other binoculars), we need an adaptation time
to obtain an optimal vision. A simple experience
that we all know is to be in your living room with
the light on. You close the switch and you find
yourself in the dark. What do you notice? You can’t
see anything, it’s complete darkness. Then, with
time, you regain partial visibility.
What has happened? Quite simply your eye and
more exactly your pupil dilated. It works like the
diaphragm of a photo lens: more it’ s dark, more
your pupil dilates to let in as much light as possible.
In addition, the pupil is composed entirely from
iris, cornea and aqueous humor. These last elements
play an essential role in the dilation of the pupil.
The pupil can range from 2 to 8mm in diameter
depending on the case. On the retina, there are
cells sensitive to light and its intensity, these are the
cones and rods.

A pupil in a «normal» state capturing daylight

In daylight, cones capture light with a very good
interpretation of colors. When evening falls, it’ s the
sticks that take over (in part) which capture much
less color but allow us to see the less luminous stars.
In return, the sticks being less sensitive to colors,
we have a feeling to see everything... in gray! But
it’ s also thanks to the sticks that we can use the
shifted vision in an ocular...
We consider that it takes at least 20 minutes for our
eye to adapt to the darkness.

A pupil reacting to weak light, the pupil dilates t
o let in as much light as possible.
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Imaging according to the weather... Not always obvious!
People say that astronomy teaches us to be
patient... I can’t deny that. Indeed, to image we
need good weather conditions but not that... By
experience, we quickly notice that the sky is very
different depending on the evening; temperature,
dust, atmospheric turbulence, light pollution, etc.
are all elements that can affect the quality of your
photos. It doesn’t matter, given the few nights when
we can image (I estimate about a dozen outings per
year), we’re not going to be picky eaters. Except for
these parameters, the question of the weather is
essential. For my part, I consult no less than 4 sites
or applications that will allow me to decide if I take
the equipment out in the evening... I would like to
quote in order of precision :
- Google Weather: Nothing particular but it already
gives me a general tendency of the week or the day
started.

- MétéoBlue : this
app gives me a fairly
accurate
(though...)
sky state. You can also
read the importance
of the different layers
of clouds... I consult
this site 4 hours before
sunset.

- Clear Outside : an
international
app,
equivalent to MétéoBlue.
In general, if MétéoBlue
and
Clear
Outside
indicate the same thing,
it’s a pretty good sign !

- Sat24 : a site where you
can observe the cloud
layer almost in real time.
So I can see if weak
clouds might arrive
during the evening. I
consult this site 1 hour
before imaging.
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Choice of visual assisted imaging...
I chose this method because it offers many
advantages when you don’t want to bother with
a too tedious post-treatment. Indeed, even if
you don’t yet know the different post processing
technics, you should know that you will spend as
much or even more time processing your image
than imaging it. Having very little opportunity for
my part to image, little time, polluted area, wetland
... and especially not to spend too much time in the
treatment of an image because you can spend a lot
of time for sometimes a rather poor result. These
are different reasons to use visual assisted imaging.
If I could define it, I would be able to image in real
time and see an almost instantaneous result. Below
are some of the reasons that pushed me to take this
path:
- A visual in real time: indeed, even with a few
seconds exposure, you will see directly on your
screen your object with noise, but this is normal.
- A stacking of images in real time: as you stack the
images (everything is automatic), you will observe
your object with less and less noise and therefore a
more and more beautiful image.

- An automatic derotation: Earth rotates and
therefore each image has a rotation that will be
automatically corrected by software.
- No DOF: no real need to perform Darks, Offset
and Flat.
- File format: the possibility to save the result of
your stacking in .JPEG or .FITS for later processing.
In addition to these advantages, the Assisted
Visualization was originally designed to present
medium resolution images to a large screen
audience. Indeed, during Club Astro evenings
or the Night of Stars for example, everyone has
to line up to look through the eyepiece without
really seeing anything, especially in the deep sky.
Here with the Assisted Visual, it’ s possible in a few
seconds to unveil deep sky objects on TV screen
or other so that all the public can benefit from it.
What a saving of time and comfort for all.
In this technique of Assisted Visualization, we can
simply use it as a tool to show objects to a public
so without cosmetic treatments. I always use this
method for my photos but I do some treatments
to make them more beautiful (see the different
tutorials on this subject).

M27 en visuel assisté
- Seulement 4 poses
de 45s empilées
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Choice of tube and mount for imaging...
Not always easy to decide in choosing a tube and its
frame... Be aware that the importance of the mount
is often underestimated whereas on the contrary
it has a capital importance in the sidereal tracking
and thus on the quality of your images even without
using long exposures. For my part, I left on a simple
but nomadic mount, that is to say that it remains
quite easily transportable if I want to image in a
place other than my garden. Indeed, the HEQ5 Goto
mount seems to me the minimum because it can
be guided via a PC. Then, can support a minimum
of weight such as the tube, finder, ocular, camera,
coma corrector, filter, etc. ... Obviously if you fix a
tube too heavy for this mount then it will suffer and
give you images with threads so poor quality.
For the HEQ5 mount, the weight limit of the tube
and its accessories differs depending on whether
you want to make observation or imaging.
The mount weighs approximately 10Kgs. Always
check the specifics of your mount to know what
maximum load it can support.
To take pictures with the mount, do not exceed
8Kgs of accessories (excluding counterweight).
For the visual, we will be able to go to 12Kgs because
we don’t need as much precision ...

For tube, I wanted to take a «small» tube, a newton
type (with mirrors) extremely open in order to
collect a maximum of photons in a minimum of
time. My tube is a GSO 150/600, which means that
the tube diameter is 150mm and the focal length of
the instrument is 600mm. For the aperture ratio,
the calculation is done f/d, which means 600/150
=4
More the ratio is low, more the tube is intended
for the deep sky. On the contrary, the higher the
ratio, the more the tube will be intended for the
planetary.
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Why did I choose to image in black and white?
Colors or black and white?

- Just surfing on internet is enough to quickly
observe wonderful color photos taken by Hubble.
However, we are not in the same conditions at
home: smaller mirror diameter, limited acquisition
time, light pollution, minimal budget...
- I hesitated for a long time between color and
black and white. Ease pushed me towards an APN
(camera) with a color CMOS sensor but... being in
a rather polluted area, I saw myself badly adjusting
and balancing the colors in post processing and this
despite the use of anti-pollution filters. Wishing to
save time, I took the option of a black and white
CCD camera.

Matric of Bayer

- Other arguments also convinced me to opt for
black and white:
- A cleaner and more detailed signal: The color
sensors are designed according to the Bayer matrix
with an alternating grid of red, green and blue.
The green is twice as present to give a picture as
close to reality as possible. So for the interpretation
of colors, an average is made in order to propose
a color image. Yes, but the signal can be truncated
because is not continuous and we get color defects,
graphic breaks...
- Greater quantity efficiency: EQ is the ratio of the
number of charges collected (electronics) to the
number of photons received (light). Basically, it’ s
the signal... The monochrome sensor surpasses this
ratio compared to the color versions.
- More signal in less time : Because of the EQ, our
monochrome sensor will convert more photons
and therefore we will have more signal. For a color
version, it will take longer to convert the same
number of photos..

Atik Infinity monochrome

CMOS or CCD ?
The CCD is historically the most widely used sensor in
astronomy, especially among professionals. But CMOS
(present in APN) has made great progress in recent
years. The choice between these 2 sensors is therefore
subjective but I notice a much higher price for CCD
than CMOS. Question sensitivity, the 2 sensors
become very close. So the choice I have is to find the
simplest software for imaging, without getting lost in
gain settings or other ... I was conquered by the ease of
use of the Infinity software (2 cursors) from ATIK. So
that’s why I chose a black and white CCD camera.
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A choice of urban filters...
The campaign presents a very dark sky and thus
greatly facilitates the acquisition of deep sky images,
especially on objects with little light. Unfortunately,
I live in the city surrounded by lampposts... This
causes a beautiful orange dome above my head...
At first, I thought that imaging the deep sky was
impossible since I live 15kms away from Lille. But
experience proved me the opposite. Thanks to the
use of anti-pollution or narrow band filters, it’ s
possible to get very nice pictures even if the top
remains in the countryside. Moreover, I prefer to
take my pictures from home with the equipment.
It’s much more practical to carry and install, not
to mention the WIFI connection and the electric
current.
There is a wide range of filters but here are the ones
I use and that work on a CCD.

- Baader filter «UHC-S 2’’
Especially for nebulae, it’ s very interesting. My
camera is black / white so no color balance problem.

- Baader CCD Ha 7nm filter: very efficient in
urban environment on Ha nebulae. Attenuation of
stars but nice contrast between the object and sky
background. Effective under a moon well present.
Works with exposures even of 60s minimum.
- Baader CCD Oiii 8.5nm filter : effective on this
wavelength. Sensitive to moonlight but practical to
make color photos in HOO in particular.
UPDATED :
I now use for nebulae the IDAS NB1 filter which is
softer, less noise and more signal than the UHC-s.
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Choosing an affordable CCD camera to get started...
Atik Infinity was initially created to realize assisted
visualization, which means to be able to quickly
visualize (in real time) deep sky objects, especially
in front of an audience, a club or simply for oneself.
Without lying, I directed myself on this camera for
3 main reasons :
- A hyper sensitive Sony ICX825 sensor... Indeed,
in a few seconds we see appearing on the screen a
globular cluster, a galaxy or a nebula...
- Real-time stacking processing... Indeed, the
software provided with this camera allows to stack,
to ensure a derotation but also to delete the missed
images because of the wind or other...
- An affordable price for a CCD... Don’t hide it,
the price is very attractive when you want to learn
about CCD for a little more than 1000 euros...
Infinity soft provided with the camera is
impressively easy to use.
> Sony ICX825 sensor type
> Sensor format 1392 x 1040 pixels
> Pixel size
6.45 x 6.45µ
> Weight 340g
However, the only little hitch in my opinion is the
resolution of the image since in binning x 1 we get
an image of 1392 x 1040 px. I even went to push
the camera in binning x 2 to increase the sensitivity
of the sensor but at the expense of the resolution
which falls to 696 x 520 px ...
In conclusion, a CCD camera nice to use to start,
nice sensor sensitivity but do not bet on it to make
HD photos ... Ultimately, this is not what it is
intended for in the beginning ...
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Starless: a picture of deep sky without stars!
For esthetic reasons, it may be interesting to remove
some or all stars from the photo. Sometimes, I use
this method for simple purposes of highlighting a
particular nebula. Then, it’s a matter of taste... Here
is how I realize this very simple manipulation in
fact.
First, you have to download Starnet++ soft using
this direct link: https://sourceforge.net/projects/
starnet/files/latest/ download
This program is quite heavy just for this function
(almost 500Mo) but really efficient so...
How does it work ?
- In the directory \StarNet_Win, just place your TIF
file.
- In this same directory, you will have to replace
the name of your file by mono_test5.tif, taking care
to delete the default one which is already in the
directory...
- Then, you just have to launch the application file
named run_mono_starnet.bat

- Let the software work for a few minutes depending
on the complexity and the number of stars in the
photo...

- Once finished, you will find your photo
«Starless» in the same directory under this name:
mono_test5_s.tif (the «s» meaning Starless).
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Photo with stars

Photo without stars
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High-definition CCD camera to explore...
Initially, using Atik Infinity camera is more than
enough for a completely correct budget. However,
we always try to improve in terms of treatment
technicals but also in terms of equipment.
That’s why I opted for a more powerful CCD camera:
a higher resolution for photos and a cooling of
sensor to minimize noise even on exposures of 60s
minimum.
My goal is to be able to continue doing assisted
visuals with Infinity software (very easy to use) and
optimize resolution for my photos. Of course, the
price is not the same, but today you can find CMOS
cameras of almost the same quality at a much lower
price. It’s all a question of budget and use...
Some criteria of this ATIK460EX monochrome
camera :
- Sensor size: 12.5 mm x 10 mm
- Number of pixels: 2750 x 2200 pixels
- Pixel size: 4.54 µm x 4.54 µm
- Sensor : CCD - Sony ICX 694
- Cooling: Thermoelectric, -25°C below ambient
temperature. On/off switch on/off by software.
- Weight: 400 g

All tutorials in this document are made with this
ATIK460EX camera.
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Fixed a small tracking error, it’s possible!
For various reasons, I sometimes noticed when I
opened my image file that I had a tracking error on
my mount. Consequence Stars are no longer round
but in the shape of «potatoes». Using Photoshop,
you can correct this defect only if the tracking error
is quite minimal, because more you want to correct,
more artifacts appear in the image.
For my part, I proceed as follows:
- Image of my photo with tracking error... Rather
oval stars!

- I duplicate the layer of photo in Photoshop by
doing Ctrl + J
- On this copied layer, I change it from «normal» to
«darken».

- Then I will apply the «Translation» filter found in
Filter / Other / Offset
In this window, I can play on 2 axes (horizontal
and vertical) according to the shape of my stars...
On the other hand, I avoid going beyond -3 to +3
because I risk distorting all images.

It is better !
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A more homogeneous sky background and less noise!

It happens that on my photos
background sky is not very
homogeneous for different
reasons... By creating a synthetic
sky background, it is possible
to homogenize background
color and simultaneously
reduce a little bit the noise.
Nothing will replace a real sky
but sometimes it is necessary to
«cheat» a little...
Background of imaged sky

- I open my image in Photoshop

- I select the eyedropper tool,
I set the sampling to 5x5 (in
order to capture a good pixel
area) and I click in my photo
on an area without stars and
where the color of the FdC
seems opportune to me.
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Synthetic sky background

- I duplicate layer of my photo
by doing Ctrl + J
- On this copied layer, I will
«fill» it with my selection.
Either, I do Edit / Fill /
Background colour... then OK.

- I pass this copied layer in
«lighten» mode

- I move now to Image
/ Adjustment / Brightness.
Here you can play gently
(if abused you will lose fine
details of your image) on the
brightness.

You will see your sky background smoothing out, homogenize on a
colour and reduce the noise a little. As with any treatment, you must
go gently so as not to damage the faint lights...
Note. Adding a little noise on the synthetic layer allows you to obtain
a more realistic rendering...
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Stars reduction AROUND an object
Sometimes
I
find
myself with a photo where the
number of stars is considerable,
especially in the Milky Way.
Therefore, I practice a small
reduction of stars to lighten the
aesthetics of photo and at the
same time be able to highlight
the target object photographed.
This technique works well on
well-defined objects where the
stars are not on the nebula or
galaxy. Here is how I proceed
- Open image on Photoshop

Avec réduction d’étoiles

Duplicate layer either Ctrl +J

- For this copied layer, it must
be switched to «Hard mix»
blending mode, you can see a
high contrast between black
and white..
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- Still on this copied layer, I’m
going to modify the levels in
order to capture the maximum
number of stars and especially
the small ones. I play on the
sliders, especially on the one
on the right that I push to the
left. You should see more and
more stars appear. Then OK.
- I go to the «Layers» tab
«and I click on the dotted circle
at the bottom to generate my
selection.
- With the «Quick Selection»
tool
«With the Alt key pressed,
I deselect the area not to be
treated. Here in my case, I
deselect the nebula roughly.

- Then I go back to the Layer
tab. I deactivate the eye in
front of the layer that had been
copied. I select the layer of my
photo.
- Then I make Selection /
Modify / Expand and I put 2
pixels

- Then I do Selection / Modify
/ Feather and I put 1 pixel..

- Finally I go to Filter / Other
/ Minimum and I indicate 1
or 2 pixels according to the
reduction I want.
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Reduce a coma defect on my photos
Because I use a Newton tube,
I am confronted with coma
problems (optical aberration)
in the corner of my pictures.
Thanks to a coma corrector,
this aberration has been
corrected to more than 90%
which satisfies me. But I
didn’t always have a corrector
and I had to use Photoshop
to reduce this phenomenon
which spoils the photos a
little... Here is a simple method
that works. On the other hand,
if the coma is too important, I
strongly recommend the coma
corrector, especially on a tube
open to F/d=4.
- I open my image in Photoshop

- I will double the size of my
work area either Image / Size of
work area where I double the
width and length of my photo.

- I duplicate (copy) my layer by
Ctrl +J
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I’m on my duplicate layer and I’m
going to apply a spherification. Why
do I do this? Simply because my stars
have been stretched outwards with
the coma. A sphere will keep in the
center an accurate and undistorted
image. The further outward you
go, the more the perspective makes
the stars will be tight. This will
counterbalance the coma effect.
- Either Filter / Distort / Spherize

- I play on the cursor between 50 and
100% to create the spherification of
my photo. In my example, I am at
80%. Then I validate.

- While zooming in a corner, I
observe an improvement of the
coma. All that’s left to do is to cut
out the photo to give it back its
rectangular format..

BEFORE
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AFTER

Attenuate vignetting on an astro photo
Sometimes vignetting spoils
our photos a bit... We notice
this darkening in corners. To
correct this defect, we can use
Photoshop but it remains an
alternative way which works
but which does not correct
100% of the problem since it is
optical in origin. But here is a
simple method:
- Open the photo in Photoshop
(you can see this whitish area
in the middle of the photo).
The principle could lighten the
angles but here I will darken
delicately this central area.
- Copy the layer by doing Ctrl
+J
- I go to Filter / Filter Camera
Raw
- By staying on the first tab
(Basic) of the window, I can
«play» only on the cursor
labeled «Dehaze».
.
- I push the slider to the right in
order to make the clear central
area disappear.
According
to the photo, we are quickly
approaching 90% ... Be careful
not to overdo it either because
high lights could disappear...
- And here we are ! It’s a D
system but it’s fast to hide this
defect to the eye...l...
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Remove dust on the optical path
Parfois il peut arriver (assez
Sometimes it can happen (quite
annoying) to have small dust
on optical path like the sensor,
mirror or lens... A very practical
tool in Photoshop to remove
them even if nothing replaces a
good manual cleaning !
- Open the photo in Photoshop
- Duplicate the layer with Ctrl
+J

- Select «Spot Healing Brush»
tool.

- Select a diameter 30% larger
than the task to be deleted,
Mode: normal and type:
Content-Aware

- I apply the pointer only on the
tasks and they will disappear,
fairly well blended in the sky
background. Photoshop keeps
the surrounding colors and
textures.
Done!
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Highlight some areas / parts of object
- Sometimes the cursors are
pulled in all directions to bring
out a nebula for example ... and
sometimes at the detriment
of sky background. This tool
allows me to slightly saturate
my objects in order to highlight
them without touching the
sky background. Very useful
on low lights like some galaxy
spiral arms...
- Open photo in Photoshop
- Duplicate the layer with Ctrl
+J (it’s just to compare before
and after or make changes)

- I select the tool (Density-)
that is in the toolbar
- At top of window, I select
the diameter of the brush
according to the areas I’m
going to pass over, the range:
put light tone, exposure: 25%.

- I pass the pointer over the
small areas that I want to
saturate a little bit and thus
make them become clearer. It
is necessary to know how to
dose without exaggerating...
- Done!
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Astrometry.net : a practical tool to find your way around...
In my case, in order to reduce the
weight of the tube as much as possible,
I voluntarily removed the researcher.
As a result, when you point to the sky,
you don’t know exactly where you are
in this immensity. To find yourself, I
take a 2s photo with the camera. This
photo, I save it in .PNG (binning x2)
to get a light file.
I will send this photo to the Astrometry.
net website and submit it to it so that
it shows me the stars and/or objects
present in my photo. I go directly to
this address: http:// nova.astrometry.
net/upload
I click on «Choose a file», I select my
photo and then I send my photo by
clicking on «Upload». After 1 or 2
minutes, I get my photo... annotated!
And there you go, I can see directly
where my tube is pointing.
If I want a wider view of the sky, I can
click on the right on
«view in WorldWideTelescope. I
arrive on another site that allows me
to zoom in and out to better locate
myself between the constellations..
For my part, Astrometry.net also gives
me the coordinates of central point
of my photo. What is the purpose of
this? Simply to align my tube (e.g. in
Stellarium) between what I have on
the screen (identified object) and what
my tube is pointing at (photo taken).
Basically, this will allow me after this
action to point any object in the sky
precisely. Of course, considering a
rather precise setting up.
Note. This plateoving solution requires an internet
connection...
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Soften only background of noisy sky
On some photos, the object is well
highlighted but we sometimes find
ourselves with a slightly noisy sky
background. A technique allows to soften
this sky background without touching the
main object.
- Open the photo in Photoshop
- Duplicate the layer with Ctrl +J (to
compare before / after)
- On this duplicated layer, we will go to
Selection / Color Range.
- In the window, we indicate: Selection:
eyedropper and below the image, check
«Selection».
With the eyedropper, we click in our sky
background. The image (in the window)
appears white. You will have to play on
the Tolerance slider especially to the
left to select as much sky background
as possible while avoiding the object as
much as possible. The white corresponds
to the zone where we will soften the sky...
Then OK.
- Logically, the area to be softened is
dotted. Now, I will soften this area by
creating a slight surface blur, i.e. Filter /
Blur / Surface Blur. In this case, I keep a
fairly low threshold (15) and a medium
radius (30) so that I can see in the preview
window a sky background where the
noise fades away. Then OK.
- I pass this layer with the blurred of type
«normal» to «lighten». I can play on the
opacity slider according to what I want to
obtain .
- And here is a soft sky background
around your object.
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Strongly attenuate a light pollution gradient
En ville, on se retrouve très
confronté à la pollution
lumineuse et les filtres anti
PL ne sont pas magiques...
Alors voici une technique
parmi d’autres pour effacer ce
gradient disgracieux...
- J’ouvre ma photo avec un beau
gradient sur Photoshop.
- Je duplique ma photo avec
Ctrl + J

- On the copied layer, I will
apply a blur to recover the
whole sky background. So
Filter / Blur / Gaussian Blur. In
my case, I indicate 50 pixels.
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- On this same layer, I’m going to
invert the sky background so the
negative. Either Image / Adjustment
/ Negative. I get a very clear image
so I will decrease the opacity of the
layer.

- Here I select 50%. It depends
on your photo but it has to be
homogeneous to the naked eye,
the background of the sky must be
homogeneous everywhere. I start to
see my original photo but very clear.

- Now I will lower the brightness
and increase the contrast of photo.
Either in Image / Adjustment
/ Brightness and Contrast. For my
photo, I lower the brightness very
strongly and I increase the contrast.

- Thus I obtain a background of
sky more homogeneous and with
very little gradient. Then I can
play a second time on the contrast
/ brightness to darken the sky
background and highlight the
objects ...
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Apply a star reduction on ALL the photo
When a photo has a nebula on a large
part of the image, it’ s sometimes
useful to do a star reduction on
the whole image: object + sky
background. Here is a quick
technique:
- I open my image on Photoshop
- I duplicate my image with Ctrl +J

- On this copied layer, I will pass an
anti dust to select the stars either
Filter / Noise / Dust & Scratches
I move the cursor to the right so that
all my stars disappear. OK.

- I change this layer from «normal»
to «difference» mode. I already see a
nice selection of my stars...

- I will now select the very small
stars as well, so Image / Adjustment
/ Levels
I move the cursor to the base of the
histogram rise. The thin stars now
appear... OK.
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- I go to the Layers tab and I click on
the small dotted circle at the bottom
right to select all my stars.

- I will enlarge my selection by 2
pixels to take outline of stars, i.e.
Selection / Modify.
/ Expand and I indicate 2 pixels.

- I will make the selection smoother
around the star by applying a
progressive contour either Selection
/ Edit / Feather and I indicate 1
pixel.

- I go back to the Layer tab and
deselect the copied layer. We won’t
see it anymore and we see again
our original photo . I click on the
original layer to select it.

- I apply the star reduction now
either Filter / Other / Minimum and
I indicate 1 or 2 pixels maximum so
as not to distort my image.
Note: I recommend a reduction of
1 pixel..
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Narrow-band filters...
Majority of my photos are taken in monochrome for 2 reasons: a sensor more sensitive to photos and a much
simpler post-processing than with color. The only drawback is that I don’t have color photos so I decided to
take the first steps in narrow-band photography like SHO. There are limits because to generate color, I actually
have to make 3 times the same picture of my target and so it takes me 3 times more! The advantage for example
of the Ha filter is that not only does it only capture the H alpha hydrogen band but it also allows me to use this
filter as an anti-pollution filter. The result is incredibly efficient even with 60s exposures.
There are a multitude of brands for SHO filters but I went for the Baader range which offers an image quality
and a very good price. For the Ha, I positioned myself on a 7nm filter.

For the moment, I’m just
imaging photos with the Ha
filter. As I don’t have a filter
wheel, I have to do each color
layer separately.
This year, I will make the Oiii
layer.
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FOR EVERY ASTROPHOTOGRAPHER

Image of M51, courtesy of Zoltan Nagy

THERE’S AN ATIK
Whether you choose to explore
stunning wide field vistas or focus on
Arp’s peculiar galaxies; no matter what your
level of expertise, we’ll have the camera for you.
If you’re looking for dedicated video astronomy then the
Infinity camera will deliver deep sky to screen in seconds. The high
speeds and high quality of our Horizon II CMOS camera will lend itself to
both planetary and deep sky imaging. If it’s a highly sensitive, affordable
cooled CCD camera you have in mind, our 4-series will have a camera
for you. Or maybe you would prefer the fully integrated solution of the
Atik One, or our exceptional large format cameras that will deliver
stunning full frame results.
Explore our range of quality cameras made by astrophotographers
for astrophotographers. See our website for more details, invaluable
advice, tips and tricks, and much more.

ATIK

CAMERAS

See the full Atik range at
www.atik-cameras.com

Focus or image focus
One important criterion for a successful
photo is its sharpness. Some experts will
prefer to use the FWHM when others
(like me) use the Bathinov mask. For my
part, I use the mask because I have Coma
and Tilt problems so I prefer to manage
the sharpness on a star in the center of
my sensor. Even if it’ s easier to use, you
have to make sure that the center of the
mask is in the center of the optical path
of the tube but also that it’ s parallel to the
opening of the tube...

The Bathinov mask (name of its
inventor) allows us to easily develop our
astronomical instruments. The principle
is to realize a diffraction of light (for us
on a star) in the shape of X. We actually
obtain 3 lines: a central one and 1 line
on each side of this axis. The objective is
simply to make that the 2 external lines are
symmetrical compared to the central axis.
To do this, we play «softly» on the focus in
order to find the best compromise.
Note: I start to focus on a very bright star
(Bin x 2) to finish on a less bright star (Bin
x 1).

Note that using an electric focuser
makes the task easier because by doing it
manually, the image shakes a lot...
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Personally, to be a little more
precise, I use a little free software
that will help me to position the axis
of symmetry perfectly in the center
of the 2 external axes. To do this, just
download the Bathinov Grabber
software at this address: http://
a s t r o l a b o.co m/2012/10/08/
bathinov-grabber-sans-autofocus/
Before using it directly, 3 essential
data must be completed in order to
use the software optimally: the focal
length (in meters), diameter of tube
(in meters) and the size of a camera
pixel (in microns).
Once adjusted, just click on «Set
capture area», point the mouse in
the middle of your star (live camera
image), press and stretch the
selection area beyond the axes.

All you have to do is look at the
small diagram to see which way to
turn the focuser.

Once the red target is positioned in
the center, you will see the accuracy
error very close to 0.
Personally, I do 3s shoots in order to
freeze the atmospheric turbulence.
I repeat the operation 3 times to be
sure of my focus.
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Giving detail to high lights
- Depending on the nebula
photographed, we notice immediately
that we get very weak white lights
(low) and other very present white
lights (high). But in the latter (a little
saturated), there is some detail to
highlight. This is how I proceed.
- I open my image on Photoshop

- I will duplicate my image to have 2
image files either Image
/ Duplicate and I get another window
titled name-of-my-file copy

- I stay on this image copy. I’m going
to apply a Gaussian Blur: Filter / Blur
/ Gaussian Blur and I indicate a radius
of 30 pixels (you almost don’t have to
guess the stars anymore). OK.

- On this same image, I will decrease
the contrast and brightness in Image
/ Adjustment / Brightness/Contrast
and I set the sliders to -20. OK.
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- I go back to my original image, making
sure that the single layer is selected.

- Now I will subtract the mask from my
original image. Either Image / Apply
image :
Source: copy image, Layer: background
(original image), operation: subtraction,
scale and offset: 1 and I check the box
«Mask». OK.

- My image is pale... so I go to Image /
Adjustment / Levels. The slider on the
left of the histogram should be close to
the base of the histogram and the slider
on the right (white) should go to the
left. Here everyone is the judge to dose
according to his taste.
Note: nothing prevents to increase the
brightness a little bit too... or even a little
noise reduction

- Les zones qui étaient très blanches
dévoilent maintenant leurs détails...
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Quickly Stretch a .Fits file, convert to Tiff for Photoshop
In general, it’ s mandatory to stretch our images in order to «balance» the high and low lights. Fits Liberator
is a small free software that allows you to do this job in 1 min. Then, I get a file
Tiff that I work with Photoshop. Here is my method.
Fits Liberator is downloadable at this address :
https://www.spacetelescope.org/projects/fits_liberator/download_v301/

- Fits Liberator V3 software download
page (URL above).

- I open my .Fits image file using Fits
Liberator.

- In this window, I find a very useful
tab «Image Headers» that allows me
to know what time my picture was
taken, its unique exposure time and
the resolution of the image..
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- I check that «Channels» is set to «16bit», it’s important to have a maximum
of shades of gray and therefore fine
details that can be used later. On
the right, I check (if it is not already
done) the «White Clipping» and
«Black Clipping» boxes. This feature
allows you to identify 100% black
areas (in blue) and 100% white areas
(in green). The goal is not to saturate
the white and almost saturated black
areas.

- To capture a maximum of pixels
(gray variants without saturation),
I play on the black and white sliders
so that you will see almost no more
green and blue colors on your image
(this means that there is no more
saturation in black and white).

- Once this step is done, I click on
«Auto Scaling» to harmonize and
freeze the targeted pixels..
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Quickly Stretch a .Fits file, convert to Tiff for Photoshop

- Now I’m going to stretch the image so as
to enhance the weak whites and desaturate
the whites 100%. The best algorithm in my
opinion is : ArcSinh(ArcSinh(x))

- Here is my file is ready to be saved in TIFF
for exploitation on PhotoShop for example.

- If you want to start all over again this
treatment, just click on
«Reset».
On the contrary, if I want to apply the same
treatment to the following photos, I click on
«Freeze settings».
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A reliable tool for collimation...
Collimation ensures that mirrors are properly aligned
with each other to obtain the straightest possible optical
path in order to avoid blurred images. For visuals, we
can still afford to be approximate but in my case, it’s for
photography and even more so with an open tube at f/
d=4
I am far from being a specialist in collimation, I use basic
tools and that suits me well.
Like many beginners, I started with a laser of about 40
euros. I quickly realized that the laser was «floating» in
the eyepiece holder, also the diameter of the laser beam
was too large to be precise and finally one can question
the collimation of the laser itself ...
I opted for a more precise solution in 2 parts: the laser
and the Cheshire.
The Farpoint laser is in 2’’ and is integrated without play
in the eyepiece holder. Its collimation is performed in the
laboratory. The fineness of the laser beam (0.8mm) allows
high precision when aiming at the center of the primary
mirror eyelet. Method: placing the laser in the eyepiece
holder, I gently play on the 3 screws of the secondary
support in order to place the laser point in the center of
the primary eyelet.
The Farpoint Cheshire is also in a 2’’ version. It fits
perfectly in the eyepiece holder. At the back, a thick white
circle allows the eyelet to be placed in the center of the
Cheshire circle by reflection. To do this, I unscrew the 3
small clamping screws on the back of the primary, and
I play to tighten / loosen the 3 big screws. Then I gently
tighten them and do a final laser check to see if nothing
has moved.
Please note (personal opinion) that collimation must
always be done at room temperature because optics and
steel are sensitive to temperature
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How I «chose» my unit exposure time and number of exposures
When I got into astrophotography, they told me that I had to take as many pictures as possible to reduce
the noise... I certainly did. But I searched a bit to understand why...
In fact, when we take a picture, we receive signal (what we want) and noise (what we would like to avoid)
coming from the background of the sky, from light pollution or from our sensors. There is a principle: the
longer we pose, the more signal we receive. Indeed, as the photons do not all arrive in a regular way, we
need a minimum of them to excite the photosites.
What is the time for a single exposure ?
Without having the scientific skills, the first principle to know is that you get the maximum signal by
posing as long as possible. It is noted that the noise also increases in parallel but to a lesser extent. Indeed,
we often speak of signal to noise ratio (SNR). The longer I pose, the more the SNR increases. Here the
duration of unit exposure brings the maximum signal. Theoretically, it is therefore possible to pose several
minutes... However, this also depends on other factors such as the quality of the frame, the precision of
the positioning or with or without guidance. For my part, I have voluntarily chosen not to do autoguiding
to save time and convenience. Consequently, my maximum unit exposure time now depends only on the
precision of the tracking and the set-up of the frame. By experiments, I cannot exceed 60s in order to see
a yarn appear on the stars.
On these images, we can see the signal contribution transmitted by a single long exposure.

Short shot

Long shot with + signal

SNR = Signal / Noise		

√n = SNR = Signal / Noise

SNR = The signal-to-noise ratio quantifies the ratio between the useful signal and the noise.
n= Number of cumulative exposures(shot)
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How many shots for a correct photo?
Another form helps us to understand :
√n = SNR = Signal / Noise where n is the
number of shots. This equation reveals us
immediately that the more poses we do, the
higher the SNR ratio will be. We won’t gain
in signal but we will minimize the noise. It is
therefore important to compile several images.
To be clearer, here is the principle in photos...

10 cumulative shots

So we understand the advantage of compiling
photos. But how many do we need to make?
I use the formula √n = SNR in the form of a
graph below.
We deduce that from the first cumulative
exposures the ratio increases very quickly and
therefore the quality of the compiled image
improves very quickly. On the contrary, the
more we try to accumulate a large volume of
photos the less the gain is important so we will
only notice a very small improvement.

30 cumulative shots

60 cumulative shots

Ration Signal / Bruit
35,00
31,62

30,00
25,00

If I compare between 1 photo and 10 cumulated
photos, I improve my photo (SNB) by 3 times.
On the other hand, if I go from 50 photos to 60
photos, I only improve my ratio by only (7.757.07) that is 0.68. This figure is becoming so
low that interest will be lower.
For my part, I chose to cumulate 60 exposures
to obtain a largely satisfactory SNR gain
(arbitrary decision depending also on sensor
noise, light pollution and acquisition speed)
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Plus on avance dans le cumul des poses, moins le gain en RSB est important
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Obviously the ideal is to take long exposures
for the signal and a maximum of cumulative
exposures to reduce noise..
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Atik’s Infinity soft to image without worrying...
My choice of camera was influenced in particular by their Infinity software which allows real-time
imaging and stacking without any special technical knowledge. As far as I know, it couldn’t be simpler.
The main features of Infinity are: live stacking, simple histogram with 2 sliders, fast target search mode,
possibility to record the whole session for later study, «live» broadcast on YouTube, image recording in.
Fits,. Jpeg or. Png
Below is the screen I see when I imagine a target. The main functionalities are all present on 1 single
screen:

1
2

9 10

11 12

13

14

3

4
5
6

7
8

1

Choice of unit exposure time from 0.001s to
+120s - (here 60s exposure)

9

If selected, the recording of photos begins

2

Binning 1,2 or 4. Best resolution in binning x
1 Low object = binning x2

10

If selected, the entire image recording session
is saved and can be viewed later.

3

Camera cooling option to avoid parasitic
noise on the picture

11

4

If checked, the stacking of the poses begins.

Mode to search. Allows to search the object
easily (high sensitivity, high binning) before
imaging.

5

Threshold of FWHM not to be crossed. Any
photo with an FWHM > indicated value will
be rejected.
Info on the number of stacked and rejected
photos

12

Imaging mode

13

Reviewing a saved recording session

14

Live broadcast of the session on Youtube
including

15

Saving the image in FITS or JPG or PNG
format

6
7

FWHM Monitoring Chart

8

Histogram with 2 sliders: black on the left and
white on the right
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15

Delete a pollution gradient on a photo

Depending on the altitude where
my target is located, it sometimes
happens to «graze» areas affected by
light pollution. Here is my method
which seems quite effective even if
there are others...
- I open my photo on Photoshop, I
notice the gradient...

- I’m going to create another document
(not create another layer) by doing
Ctrl + A (select my image) then Ctrl
+ C (copy the image) then Ctrl + N
(create new file) then OK. And finally,
I paste my image with Ctrl + V. So
I find myself with 2 windows: my
original image and my copy image.

- I go to my copied image. I will
remove the object from my photo with
the Spot Healing Brush tool I select. I
pass this tool over the object to make
it disappear as well as possible.
Note: this tool is great because it takes
into account the content / color /
texture of the image. Mode : normal Type : content taken into account.
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- Still on the copied image, I will
now remove my stars from the sky
background. I use the Filter / Noise
/ Dust And Scratches. In my case, I
indicate 15 pixels of radius and the
threshold at 0. OK.

- I go back to my original image (file
from beginning).
- I will apply the new sky background
to my original image, that is Image
/ Apply Image: In Source, I indicate
the window of the copied image, in
Operation I indicate Subtraction,
Opacity 100%, Scale 1 and Offset 20.
OK.

Here is my image with a neutral and
homogeneous sky background.

You only have to play with the
brightness and contrast sliders to
obtain the same sensitivity as at the
beginning..
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Improve object / sky background contrast...

Often the first treatment applied to a photo
is brightness and/or contrast. However, the
latter quickly distorts the photo. This little
method allows me to do this gently.
- I open my photo on Photoshop

- I duplicate my layer by doing Ctrl + J

- On the copied layer, I will pass a High
Pass filter either Filter / Other / High Pass
I indicate in my example a radius of 100
pixels. The goal is to distinguish the object
from the sky background. Basically, I
distinguish the contours of my object.

- On this same layer, I change the layer from
«normal» to «soft light» to increase the
contrast smoothly. (You can switch to the
«Overlay» type but I find it too violent).

My image appears with more contrasted
transitions. For my part, to bring even more
softness, I change the opacity of the copied
layer to 50%.
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Linear white balance processing...
Before stretching my photo, it
is important to ensure white balance.
To do this, I will balance the sky
background so that it’ s not ALL black
and for the stars, I will limit the white
to keep the stars unsaturated. This
will allow me to keep the fine details
of my photo...
- I open my photo in Photoshop
- I switch to RGB mode even for a
monochrome photo as I use. Image /
Mode / Colors RGB
- I will adjust the balance in Image
/ Adjustment / Curves.

- I double click on the pipette in black
and I indicate (it’s arbitrary) values
of 40 for each RGB value. OK. Still
with the black pipette, I’m going to
click in the darkest part of my sky
background. Note: to find the black
point, I can use the table Information
in Window / Information or take a
wider selection like 5 x5

- I proceed in the same way with
the white pipette using values of 240
for each RGB value. This time I click
in a white star...
- That’s it! By doing so I know that
I don’t saturate the white and black
extremes and I get a wide range of
shades of gray on my photos..
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Simply stretch my image while respecting the white balance
Sometimes, I stretche my images
directly in FitsLiberator which offers a
powerful algorithm (see tuto). Here I will
stretch my photo manually and as simply
as possible using the curves in Photoshop
while respecting the white balance
(operation to be carried out imperatively
before). It is necessary to go very slowly by
step in order to be able to go back if you
have too «forced» ...
- I open my photo in Photoshop (it is quite
black because not yet stretched). I put it in
RGB color mode.
- I will directly stretch it with the curves.
First, I click on the icon at the bottom
right in the shape of a half-full circle and
I select Curves. Note 1 : I actually create
a specific layer for my first curve. Note 2
: The diagonal of the graph shows me the
linear reference line of the treatment. The
more I move this line upwards, the more
I brighten up the light. Hence the interest
of «bending» this line in order to increase
the brightness more strongly of the middle
tones than of the extremes.
- Directly on the graph, I will «frame»
my white balance in order to respect my
background not too dark and my stars not
too saturated with white..

To do this, we start with black. I click to the
right of the lowest point of the graph. This
creates a 2nd point.
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Below, I enter the following data: Input: 40 and Output: 40
(I have just set my «minimum» of black).
- For white, the same action. I click on the top right under
the highest point already existing. Below the graph, I
indicate the following information : Input: 240 and output:
240. Here is the installed white balance.

- MNow I will stretch my image a first time. To do this, I
click in the middle of this line. And I move this point to the
left in order to obtain a regular curve. Thus I lighten the
light while always respecting the white balance. OK.
- Then, I am going to start again this operation by clicking
again on the icon of the half-full circle. This creates a
2nd layer. I reinstall the points for the white balance and
I remove my curve as before with less amplitude. The
purpose of redoing this operation several times is that each
time the sensitivity to light is increased and also the fact
that I can undo or rewind the curves.
- In general, I do this operation on the curves 3 times
maximum taking care of 2 points: respect the white
balance on each curve but also the fact that I don’t make
too much noise on the sky background. Note: never make
the curve touch the upper side of the graph which would be
synonymous with saturation (clipping). The «S» technique
also works well but should be used sparingly.

- Here is an effect of stretching with 3 successive curves on
my original image.

- Also, you can see a larger histogram on the gray levels as
the curves are moving.
- I check if my sky background is correct otherwise I act !
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Attenuate a slight blur on the image...

The focus is not always perfect. Therefore,
it can be useful to attenuate this slight blur
in Photoshop. Like any treatment, you must
go gently. This photo is too blurry and this
treatment will be insufficient but that’s for
the principle ...
- I open my photo in Photoshop where I see
that my stars are a little blurred... I could use
the filter / Sharpen / Unsharp Mask but the
result would not be as fine.

- I open the filter under Filter / Sharpen
/ Smart sharpen.

- In this window, I indicate the parameters
as shown in the photo opposite. Indeed, the
stars will have a more contrasted outline
but always check if the main object is not
distorted.

Each photo is different and you can play with
the Gain to vary this sharpness or the radius
without exaggerating because you must not
see dark contours around the stars...
Even if the difference seems not very
obvious, it will be on the whole view of the
photo. This is a zoomed version...
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Solving a coma problem...
I opted from the beginning for Newton-type tubes.
Focusing on the deep sky, I acquired a Newton tube
with a high aperture of f/d=4. Such a ratio allows me to
capture a maximum of pictures in a minimal time. OK.
On the other hand, the first disadvantage is the coma.
Coma is an optical aberration that causes commashaped stars at the edge of the field. The lower the f/d
is, the more this problem is present.
On this picture (upper left corner) taken with an
Atik Infinity, we notice directly in the corners these
elongated stars fleeing towards the outside. The only
solution is to get a coma corrector. There are several
on the market depending on the efficiency and the
budget you want to put.

Coin supérieur gauche d’une photo sans correcteur de coma f/d=4

Correcteur Baader MPCC III
> Optimisé pour les Newton F/3.5 à F/6
> Backfocus recommandé : 55mm à 56mm
> S’insère directement dans le porte oculaire au
coulant 50.8mm

For my part, not being too difficult, I opted for the
Baader MPCC III coma corrector. The first advantage
is its rather affordable price (about 160 euros) and the
second is its small size of 40mm. (For less than 700g).
Once acquired, it is important to know that a fairly
precise distance is required between the lens of the
corrector and the camera sensor. It is recommended
55mm +/- 1mm. Knowing that my Atik 460EX camera
has a 13mm back focus, I need to find rings for a length
of 55- 13= 42mm. To ensure a precise adjustment
and avoid buying several rings, I opted for a finer
adjustment with a VariLock 46 ring from Baader. I see
2 advantages to this ring: the precision to the tenth of a
millimeter and the robustness of the object compared
to a succession of 3 rings for example ...
The assembly is as follows: camera > VariLock > Coma
corrector > 2» filter (UHC, Ha, etc...)

Schéma capteur Atik

Schéma back focus du MPCC III

VariLock 46

Today, I can say that the Baader MPCC III corrector
does its «job» well at 95%. I still have a few coma traces
in the corners but I’m not going to do the hard part...

Coin supérieur gauche d’une photo AVEC correcteur de coma MPCC III
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How do I plan my evening to imagine...
Nights for imaging are so rare that you have
to prepare your targets for imaging a little in
advance. Here I don’t talk about weather but
about the choice of targets. The site https://
telescopius. com/ is the ideal tool in my
opinion. Some explanations on its usefulness:
- First of all, so that Telescopius gives me the
good information, I indicate the place where
I am going to observe by city or by GPS
coordinates. This data will remain in cache for
the following visits...

It shows us basic information such as
moonrise/set, the state of cloud layer and
seeing. The ideal being that everything is in
green «Excellent».

Now I can choose my targets for this night.
In my case, I only imagine 2 targets per night.
I click on Targets / Deep Sky (for deep sky
objects).
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A very useful table on the left appears. I use
only the first 2 lines:
-« Visible » where I indicate the time slot
where I want to image the target.
- « Over » where I specify the minimum
altitude of my target. Indeed, at home, I have a
wall on one side and trees around so I indicate
at least 35° of altitude.
- « For at least » where I indicate that my target
must not only be higher than 35° of altitude
but also during a minimum of 2 hours, the
time to image the target.
- Telescopius offers me a list of objects to
observe according to my filters.
Telescopius offers me a list of objects to
observe according to my filters.
I can click on a target to know a little more
about it. On the right, a graph informs me of
the height of the target as a function of time.
Interesting when I want to shoot at the highest
point to avoid turbulence and light pollution.
Also I have a minimum of information about
the object itself: dimension, magnitude,
distance... if the data is available.

Telescopius also allows to visualize the target
in my imager. For that, I indicate the focal
length of my tube (600mm) and the size of my
sensor (12.5 x 10mm).

- Finally, this tool also proposes other targets
as close as possible to the one I’m on...
Interesting because it avoids focusing or
collimation movements because we stay in the
same area....
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Control your laptop remotely via VNC
- At the beginning during imaging
sessions, I stayed outside but the cold
convinced me to find an alternative
solution... VNC!
- This solution allows me to view
and control a remote computer, for
example my laptop outside connected
to the frame, camera, etc...
- I register on the website https:// www.
realvnc.com and create an account.
- I indicate the information that I am
asked for with the chosen password
and I specify that it’ s for « personal
use «.

- I choose the HOME option and
«Activate».

- I complete information and
indicate «Get remote access without
contributing
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- My account is created and I can control a
screen from several sources: phone, laptop,
tablet...

- I install VNC CONNECT on the computer
that will be controlled (me the one outside) :
https://w w w.re alvnc.com/f r/connec t/
download/vnc/

- I install VNC VIEWER on the computer that
will control the computer outside (I install it
on my PC inside) :
https://w w w.re alvnc.com/f r/connec t/
download/viewer/

- Now I just have to launch VNC on my cell
phone (it will ask for a code) to see / control
my computer outside ... It’s more secure to
follow the stacking while staying warm...
Opposite view of my cell phone
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Simple and precise setting up with Polemaster

Having received a brand new
mount but very badly adjusted
on polar viewfinder, I decided to
quickly acquire the Polemaster from
QHYCCD.
The relatively high price (+300
euros) is well deserved considering
precision of the set-up, time saving
and relief for the back...

The Polemaster is positioned
opposite the polar viewfinder
(hole aiming towards the Celestial
North). An adapter for each frame is
available, in my case for the HEQ5.
Then, just screw the Polemaster
camera on its stable base and don’t
forget to position the USB cable on
the left side of the Polemaster when
you look at the camera from the
front.

The upper part of the camera can
be unscrewed to adjust the focus as
precisely as possible using a mini
Allen key provided. On the photo
you can see the location of the
adjustment to be made ...
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Before connecting everything,
you must install the driver and
Polemaster software on the site
https:// www.qhyccd.com to get
latest version

I can launch the software and I
arrive on a window which allows
me to adjust the gain of my image
in order to see the polar and its
stars around... Of course, as for
me, I indicate the region
«North».
Then, we must let ourselves be
guided by the software which
asks us to click on the polar,
then on 1 surrounding star (to
be done 3 times with a rotation
of 30° minimum with the racket
or EQMOD), then the setting
begins where we will have to
act on the Alt/ Az joysticks. The
first adjustment allows to adjust
the AD of the mount on the
North Pole, then a more precise
adjustment on the North Pole
and finally a fine adjustment
which makes all the interest of
the Polemaster. The complete
manipulation is done in 5 min
max.
If camera is left attached, you
can then check 60 minutes later
whether the set-up is still correct.
At the end of the session, just
unscrew the polemaster and put
a small cover (supplied with the
order) to plug the hole.
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Stellarium: a planetarium at home but not that...
Personally to discover the sky, I use this
excellent software (free) that is Stellarium. You
just have to install it from this page : https://
stellarium.org/fr/
From the opening, you can see a full screen
view of the sky with 2 panels of functionalities:
on the left for the configuration and search
parameters, at the bottom to manage the
display of various elements.
The first essential notion is time. Thus you can
observe the sky tonight, 100 years ago or in 20
years. This functionality is always accessible at
bottom of the screen. Arrows make it possible
to go backwards or forwards in time. Setting
to «pause» allows you to freeze time. Let’s take
a look at tonight...

Just click on a star or a planet to get
information about the object under study. I
retain mainly the following data: coordinates,
height, distance, transit...

On the left panel (just move your mouse
over it to make it appear), the search tool is
the most useful. (F3 on the keyboard) In my
example, I’m looking for the Cocon galaxy.
Note: I can search by object name or by polar
coordinates, useful for calibration. I click on
the small magnifying glass and I see my object
in the center of the screen. I scroll with my
mouse to zoom on my object.
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Now I’m going to focus on the different display
functions. By clicking on this icon, I will be
able to better locate myself in the sky because
I will display the constellations.

Another icon allows you to display the
illustrations of the zodiac signs. Always
interesting when one is a little interested in
history, mythology...

Clicking on this icon displays the polar
coordinates or at least the main lines.

By selecting this icon, I will display on my
screen all the deep sky objects: nebulae,
galaxies, clusters, etc.
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After selecting my object, I can zoom in and see
it in picture.
Note: The zoom can be done like this:
- Scroll with the mouse
- On the keyboard: Ctrl + up or down arrows
To keep the target in the center of the screen,
simply press the letter «t».

This other icon allows to display the planetary,
i.e. planets, moon, sun...

At night, when I perform a recording session, I
switch my screen to the mode «night» . I use the
«night» mode so as not to disturb my eyes but
also the back of my tube because it is open and
therefore sensitive to stray light.

Stellarium also allows to point the tube towards
a target (computer controlled) ... But this is
another subject...
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Quick and easy processing under CameraRaw...
Photoshop offers a nice enough filter to
quickly process an astro photo: CameraRaw.
It has the same features as in Lightroom. With
CameraRaw, you can open the following files
RAW and .TIFF. By the way, I proceed as
follows: stretching and conversion of the
native .FITS file to .TIFF under FitsGenerator
(see tuto).
- I will open my .TIFF image in Photoshop.
This photo has been stretched in FitsLiberator
by an automatic algorithm.

- I launch CameraRaw in Filter / Filter
CameraRaw. The control panel appears on
the right with several tabs. On the «Basic
Settings» tab, I will increase the exposure (+2)
and decrease the contrast (-50) to lighten my
photo smoothly..

Note 1: by passing the mouse over the
image, you can check the value of the sky
background... I try to stay around 40 value.
Note 2 : always check that the small symbols
above the graph do not become white. It
would be synonymous with white or black
saturation...
- On the same tab, I will «lighten» the light
and dark tones in order to bring out the details
hidden in the black and in the dim lights.
Either light tones (+50) and dark tones (+50)
Note: sometimes a pollution veil is on the
picture, the «veil correction» criterion works
very well to remove it.
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- On the «Tone Curves» tab, I will make
whites whiter and blacks less black. This is
where I can lighten the sky background that
is far too black. Either light tones (+50) and
dark tones (+50)

- On the «Detail» tab, it is important to bring
out the details of my photo so with the gain
(+10) but I must also keep a softness in my
photo by reducing the noise, i.e. Luminance
(+15).

- On the «Lens Corrections» tab, it is possible
to correct a slight coma defect by lightly
playing on the Level slider under Deformation.
Similarly, a vignetting can be very attenuated
by using the Level slider under Vignetting.

- By clicking on the «Y» icon at the bottom of
CameraRaw window, it’ s possible to see live
the original version of the photo (on the left)
and the version in progress (on the right).
Note: as with any processing, it must be done
gently, to avoid saturating the white, to keep
the background of the sky not too black and
finally a photo with as little noise as possible.
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Astrotortilla: practical for local platesolving...
To perform my alignment and frame calibration, I always use Astrometry.net
(see tuto). But sometimes, the site is off so I opted for this alternative solution
to be installed locally and therefore always available for my imaging sessions
... First of all, you have to download the software at this address: https://
sourceforge.net/projects/astrotortilla/files/
Once downloaded, just launch it and respect the following screens.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

- Now I stop at screen
7. To choose files to be
downloaded (datas) by the
software, I need to know
my field of view with the
camera.
For this, I go to:
http://www.12dstring.
me.uk/fovcalc.php

7

- I take the smallest side
of my field, 0.95°. They
ask me to take 20% of
this figure, i.e. 0.19°. To
choose the right mini file
to download / choose, I
convert 0.19° in arcmin so
0.19 x 60 = 11.4’.
So I select in the first field
the file that will contain
my shortest field. For me,
it’s : index 4205, 628MB,
11-16 arcmin
- For the widest field, I am
at 1.19°. They just ask me
to choose the right file in
the list for me either
index 4210, 19MB, 1-1.42
deg (60-85 arcmin)

- Once the data has been
selected, I validate by
installing. It takes some
time due to the size of
files...
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When I launch the software, I get to this
window. It’s important to fill in some fields so
that the software can solve my photos.
-» Minimum Scale» field : this is the smallest
field of my camera, which for me is 0.95°. To
avoid any mistake, I will take a wider field of
0.95° / 2 = 0.475 which I round up to 0.4
- « Maximum Scale « field : the largest field
of my camera is asked. Once again, I will take
a margin of 50% more or in my case: 1.19° x
1.50 = 1.785 that I round to 1.7

- « Search radius « field: this is the search field
angle of my target, or rather the margin of
error. I indicate 30 degrees, it’s already quite
wide.

- For the «Custom options», you just have
to take the 2 previous values to insert in the
formula already present, i.e. --sigma 70
--no-plots -N none -H 1.7 -L 0.4 -r

To solve an image, simply click on «Capture
and solve». I indicate a .png or .jpg file for
example (in bin x2 because it is faster to
process) and I let the software solve my image.
In less than 3 min, it tells me the equatorial
coordinates of the center of my picture. I can
then calibrate my frame with precision.
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To put in colors the mineral moon...
- The moon appears gray at first sight.
However, the minerality of its surface can be
highlighted. For this, I use a simple method
to saturate the colors... Of course, the photo
must have been recorded in RGB.
- I open my photo in Photoshop. According
to my photo, I can adjust the brightness or
contrast.

- I’m going to balance the colors a bit by
doing Image / Auto colors (for me it works
pretty well).

I’m going to balance the balance of white by
applying the black dot. Either Image
/ Adjustment / Curves. With the black
pipette (set for example to 40,40,40 for a non
total black), I come to click in my sky. The
background of the sky darkens in my case.

- Now I will saturate my photo to bring out the
colors present. So I do Image / Adjustment /
Vibrance.
I have 2 sliders Vibrance and Saturation
that I can push quite strongly. The result
will obviously depend on the quality of the
photo...
Note: a too hard treatment makes unreal
artifacts and colors appear. A noise reduction
shot is possible by pushing the Saturation
slider..
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What is the polar alignment? It is simply the fact of
putting my mount in the direction of the North and
to place the right axis of ascension (of the mount) in
correspondence with the axis of rotation of the Earth,
that is to say in the direction of the Celestial North.
Now the axis of the Celestial North Pole «passes» near
the North Star which is our visual landmark. Given the
astronomical distances, by pointing the North Pole, I
will be assimilated to the axis of rotation of our Earth. In
this photo with star spinning, we can see that the North
Star and the Celestial North are very different.
Indeed, for the observation, an approximate polar
alignment is sufficient but for photography, it is necessary
to be very precise so that the imaged object can remain
in the center of the imager, almost motionless for several
seconds or minutes.
For the visual: one can use almost all equatorial mounts
but also Alt azimutals. An approximate polar alignment
is sufficient to find an object and observe it. Of course,
it is necessary to accept a drift due to the imprecision of
the positioning. We will use the polar viewfinder...
For the photo: the register is a little different because
deep sky objects are not very bright so we will have to
pose several seconds or minutes to capture a maximum
of photons. It should be known that the more the focal
length of the tube (or lens) is important, the more
the drift will be important. We will be able to use the
Polemaster...
In the end, what we are looking for is mainly to
compensate for the rotation of the earth and thus make
the sky map immobile. Thus in the picture, we will
cancel this rotation by an engine in right ascension on
the mount.
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From my first observations, I was told about «polar
alignment». So like everyone else, I did a polar alignment
before each observation and especially before imaging.
With hindsight, I didn’t immediately become aware
of the interest and functioning of the set-up. Here are
some expla nations to understand or remember...

erre

Why make a polar alignment ?

What are polar coordinates?
Not easy at first to understand the equatorial coordinate
system. Indeed, to locate an object (nebula, galaxy, star...),
we need a coordinate system. There are simple systems on
paper with 2 axes in abscissa and ordinate. However, one
element disturbs this simplicity is the fact that our Earth
rotates. What consequently does not allow us to locate the
same object starting from 2 observers opposite the Earth.
Indeed, the positioning depends on the place where we
are. To overcome this, we use equatorial coordinates,
independent of our position on Earth. Explanations.
- We talk about equatorial coordinates so we can already
understand that we are talking about our terrestrial
equator (in blue). Let’s represent it schematically. Note the
inclination of our planet of about 23°. The Earth turning
counter-clockwise.
- Now let’s represent an ecliptical plane. This is in fact
the plane of the Earth’s orbit followed by the Earth as seen
from the sun. Here around the sun on a flat surface. This
plane corresponds to the ecliptic plane (in orange).
- These 2 planes (equatorial and ecliptic) intersect at 2
opposite points, one of which is defined as the vernal
point (in red). It is from this point independent of the
observer that we will be able to give equatorial coordinates
in order to locate an object..

- First of all, we will place a star (yellow) in our sky. We
start from the point Vernal following the equator by
following the orange arrow. We have just defined the right
ascension (AD). Its unit will be the hour and divided
into 24H. So we will be able to find in AD for example
03h25min12s
- Then, for the 2nd datum, just follow the green arrow
which indicates the declination of the object always in
relation to the equator. It is measured in degrees. 0 degrees
corresponds to the equator and 90° to the celestial pole.
So we can find in Declination e.g. 43°51’24».
Note: we say 51 min of arc and 24 seconds of arc. - 1 degree
= 60 min of arc.
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To equalize the shade between several photos, for a mosaic for ex...
Sometimes we are forced to take several
pictures of an object because it’ s bigger than
our sensor. Indeed, when we make a mosaic of
several photos, is important to homogenize the
background of the sky so that we do not «feel»
the transitions between photos. Of course, I can
play on brightness and contrast but there is a
nice little tool in Photoshop.
- I open my 2 photos in Photoshop. These 2
photos will be part of a composition of a mosaic
but we notice immediately that one is notably
darker than the other.
- I select the window of the photo I want
to modify. Before playing on the sliders
luminosity / contrast, I advise to use this option
of Photoshop: Match color. This filter makes
it possible to recover the tone of a photo on
another. It can be found in Image / Adjustments
/ Match color.
.
The Color Matching window appears. In general,
I use only a few sliders to adapt my image so
here are the main ones:
> Destination Image / Target: This is the image I
want to modify.
> Source: this is the image I want to «copy» the
tone.
> Luminance: to adjust the brightness factor to
my photo

Sometimes this color matching has to be done
on several photos. In this case, you just have
to save the parameters with the button «Save
statistics» and you can reuse them for another
photo with the button «Load statistics».
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Create a mosaic from several photos
The size of our sensors and the focal length
of our tubes sometimes push us to make an
image of an object from... several images!
But how to compose this mosaic? There are
various methods but here is mine. Above
all, it is important to balance the photos,
especially the background of the sky so that
the whole (after grouping) is homogeneous
and consistent. Sometimes I adjust the
brightness or contrast manually or more
automatically (see tutorial Color Matching).
- On Photoshop, in my example, I have 4
photos taken from M31. Of course, the
photos must have common areas for this
to work... I have equalized the tints almost
identically for my 4 photos. Once this is
done, you have to save the photos (me in
.Tiff).
- Then, close all photos in Photoshop
- We will use the «mosaic» function of
Photoshop: Photomerge. This application
can be found in File / Automate /
Photomerge.
A window opens with different composition
possibilities. For the « layout «, keep the
« Auto « option. In the « Source files «
window, I click on «Browse» and I select
the photos that will compose my mosaic. In
my case, I have 4 files. Note: an option even
allows a vignetting correction.
- Then I validate with an OK. We let
Photoshop work for a few seconds. And
here is my mosaic built from the 4 images
I had taken.
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Does my target fit into my frame?
At the beginning, I had several times the
surprise to look for my object on the screen of
the camera ... In vain. The reason? In fact, I had
realized that the object was either larger or too
small in the field of my imager. To avoid this
rout and waste of time, it is necessary to prepare
for it by a rather simple calculation to be done
manually or by online sites. This is the apparent
field.
Only one formula to remember:

Champ apparent de M45
par un capteur 12.5x
10mm dans un tube de
600 de focale

App field = 57.3 x Sensor side (mm) /
Focal length of tube (mm)

Cv = 57.3 x Lcap / f
In my case, I have a 600mm focal length tube
and an Atik 460EX camera with a 12.5mm x
10mm sensor or : Length: 57.3 x 12.5 / 600 =
1.19 degrees
Width: 57.3 x 10 / 600 = 0.95 degrees
So I have a field of (1.19° x 0.95°)
So I can «know» that my target will be very
small in my field or too big, so why not make a
mosaic?
Various online tools allow to calculate this field
simply including:
https://astrofolio.com/echantillonnage-etchamp-visuel/

and simulate the view of the object on https://
telescopius. com or on Stellarium (opposite).
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The right sample for a good photo...
Like any beginner in astrophotography, I thought I should
buy a camera of some kind to imagery. Well no! In fact, 3
parameters must be taken into account: the camera sensor,
tube and turbulence of the sky. To optimize the choice of the
camera, it is necessary to calculate the sampling of our system.
What is sampling? It is the door of the sky captured by a single
pixel of my sensor. It is not a length but an angle of view that is
measured in seconds of arc.
As a reminder: 1 degree = 60 min of arc = 3600 arc seconds.
To measure the incidence of a bad sampling, I carried out this
simulation under Photoshop to understand the phenomenon.
To know the sampling of my system, there is a formula
recognized by all:
Le sous échantillonnage provoquerait des étoiles à la forme carré.
Au contraire, un sur échantillonnage demande de la précision
d’imagerie, un suivi sans erreur et un ciel pure.
Tout ce que je n’ai pas...

Sample = 206 x SPix / f
Consider Sampling (in arc second) = 206 x (SPix: size of a
sensor pixel in µm) / f (the focal length of my tube in mm).
In my case : 206 x 4.54 / 600 = 1.56’’
In other words, one pixel of my camera via my tube allows to
image a 1.56’’ rainbow angle.
This calculation can be done simply on the site at this address
https://astronomy.tools/calculators/ccd_suitability
It is accepted that (ideal) sampling is only right if the weather
conditions are perfect. However, the seeing at home is often
between 2 or even 4/5 and therefore very bad. So the quality
of my images depends on the quality of the atmosphere. A
sampling for deep sky under my sky remains correct between
0.7’’ and 2.5’’ of arc. It is necessary at least for the sampling
that it is higher or equal to 1/3 of the seeing. And at most 1/2
of the seeing.
The seeing is a complex calculation that gives the «state» of the
sky at a given time. We can have an estimate of its location via
meteoBlue.
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Planning a passage of ISS (International Space Station)
For my part, it’ s always interesting to
observe the passage of ISS over our heads.
This luminous point travels at nearly 8km/s
at more than 400kms of altitude with men
and women on board, is always wonderful
to watch. Even if the station passes 15 times
a day, it’ s sometimes better to determine
not only the time of its passage but also its
trajectory. For that, I use the website https://
www.heavens-above.com.
Note: mobile applications
such as ISS Detector
Space Station are very
useful and easy to use in
nomadic conditions...
- I go to https://www.heavens- above.com where
I will create an account (free) in order to indicate
my place of observation. I create my Login and I
choose French if not selected by default.

- I indicate my location, the city is more than
enough. For me, it’s Roncq.

- My account is created and my location is well
specified at the top right of my window..
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- I arrive on a menu presenting various
objects: satellites, planets, comets, etc...
What interests us is the ISS, so I click on ISS
(International Space Station).

- A first table appears with the planned
passages of the ISS. In the example, I will
only be able to observe the ISS on October
23rd at 7:38 am in the early morning when
it is still dark.
- Moreover, I can check «all» to have all the
dates and times of ISS passages even during
the day so not visible to our eyes but the
information is there.

- If I click on a chosen date, I find a sky map
that shows me the trajectory of ISS. It is
immediately noticeable that it will pass very
low on the horizon, too low for my place of
observation. The table below is interesting
because it gives me precise information
such as :
- The time of appearance and disappearance
of the ISS (from 7h38 to 7h40). It would
be visible before and after these hours but
its altitude being very low (10°), it will be
invisible for a city dweller like me.
- The hour of culmination, that is to say
the hour at which the ISS is at its highest in
my sky. In this case, at 7:39 am, the ISS will
have an altitude of 11°.
- The luminosity (or magnitude) which
corresponds to the «brightness» of the light
point. The more negative this number is,
the more visible the ISS will be.
- A simple click on the map allows to enlarge
it. This can be used to follow the trajectory
of the ISS among stars and constellations.
In a photo, it allows to target an area of the
sky by pointing a star very close to the ISS
path.
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Planetary processing under AutoStakkert 3
In the city, the planetary is king. There are
different methods to process a video (here 45s
on Jupiter) in .ser output from FireCapture.
Each treatment is different depending on the
focal length and the seeing. In my opinion, the
best treatment is the softest one.
- AutoStakkert 3. allows you to select and
compile the best frames of the video. It can be
downloaded from: https://www.autostakkert.
com/wp/download/
- At launch, it is better to set these points in the
Advanced Menu by default.

- I open my .ser video via the Open button.
- An image appears directly on the right.
- I select :
> Planet
> Dynamic Background
> Noise Robust should be a minimum of 4.
> Local (specific focus for each selection square)
- I launch the Analysis action.
- A « quality « graph appears.
- To relieve the processing of the PC, I adapt
the window (with the sliders) to get as close as
possible to the planet and thus remove from the
sky.
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- I always base myself to be at a quality of
50% on the graphic.
By moving the green vertical bar on the
graph, I position it so that the 50% horizontal
line and my quality curve intersect. In my
case, I see that only 10% of my frames have
a quality higher than 50%.
- In the «Stack options» window, I indicate
3 percentages of frames to stack: 10% for
the best quality but also 25% and 50%.
Always test more to «study» the softness of
the grain.
- I check «Normalize Stack» and 80%.
- I disable the Drizzle (which allows to
enlarge an image in case of sampling
problems).
- In the «Alignments points» window, I set
the size of the squares to 72
- I indicate a Min Bright of 45
- I click on Place AP grid to display the
small squares on the planet.

- I’m launching Stack Action!
- The software works, analyzes, selects and
compiles.
- I find 3 folders where my basic video
was. Here, their names correspond to the
percentage of stacked frames: 10%, 25%
and 50%.
- I visualize these 3 .TIFF files in Photoshop
in order to select the best one. For my part,
the 10% offers the most details without too
much noise.
Note : I advise to make a series of 10 videos
for example to have the «chance» to fall in a
moment of non turbulence.

10%
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25%

50%

Simple processing of details in RegiStax 6
- After compiling the best
images and smoothing the
whole thing in AutoStarkkert,
I will bring up the details.
For this, I use Registax at this
address:
- https://www.astronomie.be/
registax/
- At the opening, I’ll get
my stacked image in TIFF
format. Here is my method
but everyone can force or not
on the sliders. I prefer softness
rather than saturation.
- I leave the Wavelescheme in
Linear
- The filter in Gaussian.
- I may play on the brightness /
contrast slider according to my
photo.
Let the details appear. I proceed
like this. I use only the first 3
sliders. No option «Use Linked
Wavelets».
- Layer 1 : slider at full depth I increase the Sharpen for the
detail - I increase a little the
Denoise to hide the generated
noise.
- Layer 2 : slider halfway
through layer 1 - Increase the
Sharpen for detail - Increase
the Denoise a bit to hide the
noise.
- Layer 3 : slider half of layer 2
- Increase the Sharpen for the
detail - Increase density to hide
the noise.
Each photo is different to be
processed depending on the
quality itself and the strength
of treatment given.
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Making a star trail with StarMax...
One of the first montages I made from a
series of photos taken with APN. Thanks to
StarMax it is possible to highlight the Earth’s
rotation and thus see the stars rotating
around the Polar.
Here is a very simple treatment by
downloading StarMax on: http://ggrillot.
free.fr/astro/starmax.html
In my example, I took Seb Tiersoone’s photos,
which were no longer mine. This series of
120 photos was taken at the APN at 14mm,
ISO800, 30s.
- Group photos together in the same
directory. If necessary, rename them in
numerical order.
- Load the photos into the software : Files /
New List
- The left window reveals your files and the
right window the first photo of the series..
- To have the right chronological order of the
photos, not only must they be numbered, but
to avoid this kind of ranking: 1 then 10,100,
etc. You just have to classify them with
Current List / Sort by Num
- Afterwards, the processing can be started
via Process / Processing / Addmax

- The software will stack the photos in less
than a minute in my case.

- Once the work is finished, I am offered to
save the result as JPEG or TIFF..
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Turning stars with VirtualDub...
- With a series of photos taken from the sky,
It’ s always interesting and playful to create
a video of it. To do so, I use the VirtualDub
software downloadable at: http://virtualdub.
sourceforge.net/
- All my images are in the same directory in
numerical order.
- I’m going to open the first image of the series
and don’t forget to check the «Automatically
load links segments» box so that the software
knows that the other images are in the same
directory.
- My first image appears on the right in large.
A right click of the mouse allows you to zoom
out...
- For this video, I don’t need a too high
resolution. So I go to Video / Filters where I
click on Add.

- In the list, I will select «resize». Then OK.

- I choose the desired final size for my
video either by ratio (in percentage) or by
specifying the number of pixels. The box
«Same as source» must be clicked in order to
keep the proportionality of the photos..
- OK
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- Now, I will indicate the number of frames
per second. The higher it will be, the better
the quality will be. Note: if we only have 60
photos with a frame rate of 20 fps we will
have a video of 3s...

- For my video, I specify 20 frames per second
so with my 120 photos I will get a video of 6s.
- I leave the other categories like this.

- So we have chosen the size of the video and
its frame rate. All that’s left to do is to start
the process to get my video.
Either File / Save as AVI

- Very quickly, I get a very good quality
video of 6s. The format is in AVI but you can
convert it if necessary and why not share this
video on Youtube?
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Anaglyph effect on a lunar surface...
Anaglyph effect is a technique
to «see» in relief an image
with glasses. This is therefore
applicable to my astro photos.
- Under Photoshop, I open
my photo that I convert into
grayscale (Image / Mode
/ Grayscale). I adjust the
brightness and contrast.
- I switch back to RGB color
mode (Image / Mode / RGB).
- I get a layer of my photo and I
will click on the lock to unlock
it and logically it will take the
name «Layer 0».

- I make a double click on this
«Layer 0» and I get this window
opposite. I’m just going to
check the «R» Channel box
corresponding to a red layer.

- I validate by OK and I get
my photo in red. Here is a first
factual look.
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- Now I will take care of the blue/green color.
For this :
- I duplicate my «Layer 0» by doing Ctrl J and
I get a second layer copy..

- I double click on this copy layer and I get
the same window as before. Except that here,
I will check the «G» and «B» Channel boxes.
And uncheck the «R» Channel box. Then OK.
My 2 color layers corresponding to my 2 eyes
are thus created.
All that’s left to do is to move my copy layer to
the left for example by using the icon opposite
that I select, then I select the copy layer by
clicking on it.
Finally, I use the left arrow of the keyboard to
move my copy layer and I get my anaglyph.
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Study the relief of a lunar crater in 3D...
To study more closely the relief
of a crater (or other zone), it is
interesting to base oneself on a
topographic map taken in 2019
by LOLA.
This
map
is
called
«Displacement» : https://svs.
gsfc.nasa.gov/4720
Personally, I take the maximum
resolution of the 1Go file.
- I open this image under
Photoshop.

In my example, I want to study
the Clavius crater. For that, I
use the icon opposite to crop
only the part of the image which
interests me.
- I thus obtain an image
containing «only» the Clavius
crater to study it.
Note: the image corresponds
only to the lunar relief and not to
its surface visible to the eye. The
white color shows the heights
and the black color shows the
depths..

- I will create the 3D version by
applying this action :
3D / New Mesh from layer /
Depth map to / Plane
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- My image is now in 3D version
in order to have the relief
corresponding to the colors of
the image.

- The image being quite black
with some shadow defects, I will
(on the panel on the right of my
screen) check the box
«Linearize colors» and uncheck
«Shadows».

- I get a clearer and smoother
image as shown here.

- To rotate this image in space,
I will select this icon in the
Photoshop toolbar.

- On the bottom left of the
image, you can see a system of
coordinate axes but also 3 icons
for moving the image.
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- To rotate my image, I click
with the mouse and without
releasing my pointer on the icon
representing a sphere.

- By moving my mouse, I can
change the viewing angle of my
3D version.

- As you can see, the height of
the relief is very exaggerated so
I’m going to change it.
- To do this, I click on my image
and I see the 3 axes appear in
space. The one that interests me
is the Z axis or the height. It is
represented by the blue axis.
- To decrease the height of the
relief, I will click on the blue
square «Scaling of the z-axis».
The «blue» on the axis... blue.
And I’m going to bring it down
to the gray cube. You can see
immediately that the relief
decreases and that the image
becomes more real or at least
acceptable.
- On the image opposite, I
discover my image with a relief
decreased according to my
desires. Useless to exaggerate the
relief because that will cause a
lack of realism and artifact.
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- Of course, being able to rotate
the angle of view makes it
possible to study the relief in
detail of the crater quite easily.
For that, I use the Sphere icon
to change the desired viewing
angle.
To zoom in or out, just use the
Ctrl + or Ctrl -
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A free atlas to find your way on the moon
Like many others, I take
dozens of images of moon a
little randomly... The difficulty
afterwards is to recognize the
craters and give them names.
With the Virtual Moon Atlas,
it’s much easier to find your
way around because not only
it’s simple to use with precise
information, but it’s also free.
To download it, it is available
on https://www.ap-i. net/avl/en/
download
For my part, I only use the basic
functions to name my photos
and sometimes specify distances
in kilometers.
- To zoom in or out, I use the
mouse wheel. To get information
about a crater, I click on it and
detailed information is displayed
on the right side of the window.
- I can see the moon in its current
phase via this icon:

- To determine a diameter of
a sea for example, I go to the
right window, I click on Tool. I
switch from «Normal mode» to
«Distance measurement» mode.
With the mouse, I point to a sea
edge and stretch a line to the
other side. On the right, I can see
the real distance in Kms..
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Delete a satellite line on a photo
We meet more and more often (and it will get worse
and worse) satellite lines on our pictures. Some will
keep them in the picture but for my part, I prefer to
erase them. Here is how I proceed on Photoshop :
- I open the photo on PS. You can clearly see a
satellite line that I want to delete.

- I will draw a line with the pen tool in the toolbar.
The goal is to draw a virtual line above the satellite
line.

- I select the pen tool and I will point to my image a
first point on one side of the satellite line and then
a second point on the other side of the satellite line.
Logically, we get a line or plot on my image.

- Note: Sometimes the satellite line is not a 100%
straight line, it is a bit curved. To do this, you can
add 1 or 2 points ( Add Anchor Point tool ) on the
line and then use the keyboard arrows to move this
point and thus distort the line so that it is as close
as possible to my satellite line...

- I create a new «empty» layer above my photo.

- Now we are going to erase the satellite line thanks
to this great tool Spot Healing Brush located in the
toolbar.

- It will suffice to indicate the following information:
width of the correction (here 9) at the top of the
Photoshop window, the mouse pointer with this
tool must be 3 times wider than the thickness of
the satellite line. You don’t have to be so precise...
Mode: normal
Type : Content-Aware
Check the box «Sample all layers».

- Next to the Layers tab is the Paths tab. I click on it.

- At the bottom of this tab, I will click on the «round»
to apply my eraser all along and around my line.
I get my image without the satellite line. However,
there is still the line of the trace... To remove it as
well, I go back to the Paths tab and click on the
«Create New Path» icon. And here it is, my picture
is without the satellite line...
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Removing excess green from a photo
With the use of a color camera, in my case the Atik
Horizon 2, I often find myself with a correct photo
but it presents a green dominant annoying due to
the fact that in the matrix of Bayer we have 2 green
pixels...
To remove this defect, there is a very effective
plugin on Photoshop, it is HLVG.
- This plugin is free and downloadable on http://
www.deepskycolors.com/archivo/2010/04/26/
hasta-La-Vista-Green.html
Note: A 64-bit or non 64-bit version is available
on the site. You have to choose it according to the
Windows you are using.
In my case, I’m working on Photoshop CC 2020 so
I’ll have to put the HLVG64.8bf file in the following
directory :
C:\Program Files\Common Files\Adobe\Plug-Ins\
CC
It is necessary to restart Photoshop for a support of
the Plugin...
- I open my color image in Photoshop.
- I activate the HLVG plugin in Filter DeepSkyColors
and select HLVG.
- According to the more or less strong presence of
green, I choose Strong / Medium or Weak. In my
case, I select Strong.

- It’ s obvious that this plugin has done the job it
was asked to do...
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Removing vignetting with an artificial flat
On many of my photos, I have the problem of seeing
a white area corresponding to vignetting (photo
opposite). This problem can be solved by making
flats but sometimes you have to do without !
- I open my photo on Photoshop
- I’m going to duplicate my photo to create a copy
by doing Image / Duplicate and so I get 2 tabs.
- On the copy of my photo, I will apply the Spot
Healing Brush tool. I can increase the size of the
tool at the top of the Photoshop window (so that my
pointer is larger than the galaxy).+ select «Content
aware». The goal is to erase each galaxy while
respecting the environment of colors and textures.
- I get a copy of my image WITHOUT galaxies.
- Still on this copy of my picture, I will apply a
Gaussian Blur with Filter / Blur / Gaussian Blur.
In this window, I adjust the «radius». In my case,
I indicate 100 so that I can no longer distinguish
stars. OK.
- I go back to my original photo. I will now subtract
the copy from my original photo. I go to Image /
Apply image.
- In this window, I indicate:
Source: this is my copied image
Calculation : subtraction
Scale: 1
Offset: 30 in my case according to the brightness of
the sky background desired.
OK.
Here is my original image with a very strong
decrease of the gradient. If necessary, a small crop
to remove the unsightly borders ...
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Convert a color .FIT file to a usable .TIF file
To process a .FIT file in Photoshop, I’ll have to
convert it to a .TIF file keeping all the high and low
lights. For that, I use the little Fitswork program
that you can find here: https://www.fitswork.de/
software/softw_fr.php
- I open my .FIT color file: File / Open It appears in
grayscale and that’s normal.

- In my example, we see a saturation of the heart of
the globular cluster. To remedy this, we will play on
the histogram : Windows / Histogram
- On this histogram, I’m going to desaturate the
heart by moving the white slider (vertical bar on
the right) to the right in order to recover as many
weak white pixels as possible.

- So I get a desaturated heart and thus the stars
become visible.
-Now, I’m going to give some color back to my file:
Processing / Bayer Interpolation /Demosaic a RAW
to RGB image
-A window will open. Just click on.
«Generate image». Then «Cancel» to close the
window.
Now all I have to do is save my image as a TIFF :
File / Save as / select the TIFF format.
- My image in TIFF is ready to be processed in
Photoshop.
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Attenuate a chrominance noise
On some of my color photos, there are some small
red spots... These are defects which it is possible to
attenuate in Photoshop.
- I open my color photo where I can see very well
some red areas (in the red circle on the photo).
- I will open the Camera Raw filter in Filter /
Camera Raw filter.

- I click directly on the icon in the shape of fir trees

- In the «Noise reduction» area, I’m going to push
on the right the «Color» slider to 60 maximum
(be careful not to overuse it too much because we
would lose color). «Detail» and «Smoothness» will
remain at 0

- I get a cleaner image with small red areas amply
reduced..
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Manually align an image on another image
On a personal basis and even if this method is not
extremely precise, it allows me to put color on a
black and white photo. The objective is to obtain
a color image (taken by a color camera) on a black
and white image with a strong signal (taken by a
monochrome camera). Here, I am only talking
about the alignment and not the processing.
- I open my 2 photos to align: on the left the
monochrome version and on the right the less
defined color version but the color is there!
- Method 1: I copy my color image on my black and
white image. Ctrl C then Ctrl V on the black and
white image.
- I pass my color layer in 60% opacity to see my
image in transparency on the monochrome.

- A right mouse click and I select
«Free Transform».

- A blue frame appears. Just click on the tops or
sides to enlarge or reduce the size of the color photo.
Likewise, just approach a vertex with the mouse to
rotate the photo as well. In less than 2 minutes, the
manipulation is done by transparency.
Note: You can also use the layer technique by
switching it to Blending mode : difference
- Ensuite, il ne reste plus qu’à remettre l’opacité du
calque avec la photo couleurs à 100%.
- Then, all that remains to do is to set the opacity of
the layer with the color photo to 100%.
- You can then combine these 2 photos in order to
obtain the strength of the monochrome signal and
deposit only the color layer on this signal...
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Finding a color balance with IDAS D1 filter
Personally, I recover the color of galaxies or star
clusters, especially with my color sensor on Horizon
2. Because of the light pollution, I am obliged to use
the IDAS D1 filter which does a very good job...
How to find a correct white balance with this filter ?
- I open my photo in Photoshop. I notice
immediately that the photo is predominantly green.
This is normal.

- To remedy this ubiquitous green, I use the free
HLVG plugin (another tutorial) which is very
efficient. So I get a picture that is already quite
correct.

- Then, I will homogenize my sky background and
base myself on it in order to balance my colors. To
do this, I go to Image / Adjustment / Curve.
- I click twice on the black dropper that will define
my black reference point.
I will enter these RGB values in order to have a dark
sky background but not black!
R=40 G=40 and B=40. Then OK.

- Now I check that this black dropper is well selected
and I will click in my color photo in an area of the
sky without stars. And voilà, I already get a picture
with a good color balance ...
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Amplify Color on a Photo
Sometimes, we find ourselves in front of a photo
with pale colors... The color is there but it is
necessary to saturate it to see it better! The handling
is very simple.
- I open my color photo on Photoshop.

- I’m going to saturate the color of my global photo
in Image / Adjustment / Hue and saturation. Often
I use the predefined parameter: Strong saturation.
This should be sufficient. You can always increase
the saturation, but be careful, artifacts appear and
weak shades disappear... The colors are much more
visible.

- If I want to saturate a particular area of my object,
I can use the Sponge tool. You just have to indicate
at the top of the Photoshop window : mode :
saturation.
This technique can be useful in case a color has
been «washed out» by an anti PL filter or a previous
treatment. In this example, I amplified the color on
the outside of the galaxy (blue).

Note: Another technique using the LAB color
mode does not bring me anything more in color
saturation.
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Lighten an object without modifying sky background and stars

In order to highlight an object, it is sometimes
useful to clarify it. However, if we lighten the object,
we lighten at the same time the background of the
sky and the stars, hence a saturation phenomenon
to be avoided. For this, I use the fusion mask.
- I open my photo on Photoshop. The goal being
to lighten the galaxy without touching the rest of
the image.

- I will duplicate my image with the shortcut Ctrl J
- So I get a second layer.

- I’m going to create an adjustment layer to modify
the levels. I go to Layer / New Adjustment layer /
/ Level.
- A window opens where I’m going to check the
box : Create Clipping Mask

- I notice a white rectangle added above my layers.

- We are going to invert the mask so that our action
is better understandable. I go to the properties
window... I tik Mask / Invert
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- The white rectangle became black.
Note: the purpose of the layer mask is to put in
white what will be modified only. In our case, it
is the galaxy...

- I click on the layer mask

- I check that in the toolbar the white is first
white and the black is at the back.

Now we are going to paint our galaxy in white.
To do this, I select the tool : brush tool. I can
adjust the width of my brush at the top of the
Photoshop window...
- I pass the brush over my galaxy.

- I notice that the trace of the brush is represented
by a white area on my merge layer. We have thus
just indicated to Photoshop that we want to
modify this white zone only.
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In order to make the lightening soft and
progressive, I go to the Properties window, under
the Mask tab and push the Feather slider to 50
pixels for example.

- Still in the Properties window, under the Levels
tab, I can modify the sliders to lighten only my
object.
In general, I move the slider from left to right and
vice versa.
Note. Be careful not to exaggerate too much, as
the processing will be felt too strongly on the
object.

- Thanks to this technique, you can easily lighten
an object without modifying its environment.
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Quickly create a star mask with Starnet+ (Part 1)
In photos of nebulae, it’ s sometimes interesting
to separate the stars from the nebula in order to
be able to push the sliders on the nebula and not
on the stars. For this, I use Starnet+ (see tutorial)
which allows me to create in a few clicks a mask of
stars.

- I use Starnet+ with my picture of the nebula to
get the same picture without the stars, in fact I get
a starless. I open my 2 files (without stars and with
stars).

- I will copy the image without stars on my image
with stars. Ctrl A (select all), then Ctrl C (copy)
then Ctrl V (paste)
So I get 2 overlapped layers: above the layer without
stars and below the layer with stars.

- I will switch this layer without stars to the blending
mode : Difference». And I quickly got a star mask...
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Treatment of nebula with a star mask (Part 2)
Now that I know how to make a star mask
(previous tutorial), it is possible to treat only
my nebula without having to worry about the
impact on the stars (size and saturation).
- For this, I will open 2 windows in Photoshop:
my star mask (which has 2 layers) and the photo
of my starless nebula (starless).

- On my starless version, I will bring the desired
treatment to improve it.

- I go back to the star mask window. I go to the
Channel tab (not far from Layers) and I’m going
to press the dotted round icon : Load channel as
selection.

A selection of stars is made and you can see the
dotted lines around the stars.
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- I will enlarge the selection of stars by doing
Select / Modify / Expand by specifying 2 pixels.

- Once this is done, I go back to the Layer tab. I
select by clicking on the lowest layer (background).
- I will make a copy either Edit / Copy.

- I now go to the file window where the nebula is
starless and processed. I will paste my selection
of stars by Edit / Paste. A new layer is positioned
on top. By the way, I can see the stars on my
processed photo.

- All that’s left to do is to put this layer in blend
mode : screen.

And here is my processed nebula without
touching the stars.
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Signal of a sub exposure...
I made this test to show the importance of the exposure time: the longer the time, the more signal I gain but
less accurate stars because of the turbulence and a not optimized tracking.

1s

5s

10s

30s

60s
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Delete a satellite line on a photo
What’s more annoying to see
on his picture a satellite line...
Not easy to know how to erase
it simply but there is a simple
and effective tool in Photoshop.
Here’s how to proceed:
- Open your image in
Photoshop (you can see the
trace of the stellite).

- Select the Spot Healing Brush
tool

- At the top of the window,
check «content taken into
account» and set the hardness
to 100%. Also, choose a line
thickness that largely covers
the satellite line.

- Carefully pass the pointer
over the stellite line and you
can see directly that it fades
away. Photoshop keeps the
surrounding
colors
and
textures. That’ s it...!
Note. This method is not without small
damages since some stars will disappear
on the satellite’s path, but well...
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Capturing color with Atik Horizon 2
The sensitivity of our monochrome CCD or CMOS sensors is
no longer to be demonstrated. Although black and white has
its charm, it seemed interesting to me to add a color layer to
improve the aesthetics ... The new Atik Horizon 2 seems to take
up the challenge.
This camera seems robust and has interesting features :
Sensor type: CMOS 4/3’’ Panasonic MN34230
Sensor size: 17.64mm x 13.32mm (21.9mm diagonal)
Resolution: 4644 x 3506 Number of pixels: 16.7M Pixel size
(µm): 3.8 x 3.8
Note : the sensor is the one of the ASI1600 MC Pro
In my case, the advantage of this camera is that it uses the
Infinity soft (known for its simplicity of use) but also that its
backfocus is identical to my Atik460ex. Therefore, I can keep all
the settings, rings and coma corrector, when switching from one
camera to the other. The software automatically adapts itself to
the connected camera.
At the first uses in deep sky, it gives me full satisfaction and
does its job of capturing color! A «color balance» function is
surprisingly effective. A time saving for the processing step...
Of course, live stacking is always a pleasure and we can record
the whole session to visualize it later. Possibility to broadcast the
session in video on Youtube...
It also works for the planetary but I haven’t tried it yet. You’ll
have to use the Dusk software because it doesn’t work on the
Infinity software..
Note that it works in USB2 and USB3. Personally, I use USB3
because the files are quite heavy to transfer because of the
resolution of the image in binning 1. A cache system is integrated
in the camera and so the image will be downloaded in one go
and free of electronic defects.
In pollution area where I am, the use of an anti-pollution filter is
necessary so I use the IDAS D1 or the IDAS NB1 depending on
the target. Pictures opposite 60 poses of 60s only...
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Enlarge a photo and keep a maximum of details
I sometimes enlarge an astro photo because its resolution allows it. However, there are different options of
enlargement. To make my choice, I started from a photo that I enlarged by 500%. The experiment was carried
out with 3 different interpolation parameters: (Image Size)
- Photo 1: Original photo zoomed at 500%.
- Photo 2: 500% magnification with «Preserve Details» setting
- Photo 3: 500% magnification with parameter «Bicubic Smoother».
- Photo 4: 500% magnification with «Automatic» parameter

1

2

3

4

On picture 1, we can see the pixelization due to the 500% enlargement. Photo 2 shows a very marked sky
background between light and dark spots as well as a stepped star outline. Photo 3 looks like photo 2 except
that the sky background is better interpolated and the star contour is smoother. Finally, photo 4 has a very
homogeneous sky background but a stepped star contour.
For my part, I use only 2 magnification parameters:
- «Bicubic Smoother» for globular, open and galaxy clusters.
- «Automatic» for nebulae.
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